Philosophy Aquarius
Many envision the top financially-elite people in the world solidifying their New World
Order within the near future. In many aspects such as control over the completeness of the
international financial system, the world’s resources, including our entire global food supply, and
populations, this goal has already been accomplished. Likewise, the more sinister plots of
abolishing ethnicities, nationalities, and social status remain in the works. Indeed, we’ve come to
witness huge leaps forward (for the NWO) throughout Europe as a more primitive people are now
allowed free reign and encouraged to destroy all heritage formally preserved throughout this land
once considered paradise on earth. The E.U. European Union and N.A.T.O. clearly don’t have the
best interest for the Europeans on their mind. Instead, these powerful organizations are being
utilized to withhold former rights and build a single Police-State network to control Europe.
What’s commonly discussed is the enslavement of the middle to lower classes and the
inhumane forms of technological control being implored. On the contrary I ask, should we truly
consider this enslavement? Thus, being almost an incomprehensible question to ask. As we must
imagine the previous generations losing freedoms yet continuing to enjoy many luxuries in life.
Yes, they’ll be blinded by the technology, (and continue to be the sheep of media and advertisement), but new and
amazing technologies will not be withheld from them as most will enjoy this era; even considering
it to be the best time for a human to be alive. As times moves forward more elements of the
financially-elites life will be unavailable to the commoners who’ll lose more and more rights until
people living inside the United States won’t be able to manifest their own career paths or choose
where they’ll work post education; with the corruption of the education system and its altering
shifts of information to fulfill current paradigm shifts is another whole argument. (They’re changing
history at will).

On the bright side, we’re sick of these many religions and century after century being
wasted as mankind refuses to form as one healthy entity for Mother Earth (known as Gaia by some)
that delivers the unity and peace God desires. The Earth’s an intelligent being and people acting
out of order is no dissimilar than a human having cancer, where certain cells within their body
refuse to act in proper harmony with the rest. Of ‘course, the people in control are using Zionist
design to conquer the Earth which exalts one people above the rest. Therefore, could we truly
consider this to be world unity? If so, what are the positives or the negatives of world unity and
who’s in charge of making this dream come true?
Though, communism was ultimately presumed a financial failure when referencing
Russia, it was already known to the men who designed it that it would require the West for
commencing the foundation and later the Capitalist West assisted in funding the Soviet Union all
along. There’ll be changes implemented in our new age version of Marxism (in the USA) as a

presumed democracy alters itself to become a Zionist nation. We can compare our future to
modern-day China to receive an illustration on many aspects, although, transforming into a
manufacturing country won’t be the path taken. One element of society which should increase for
our citizens is unemployment. The treatment of the citizens in this NWO will certainly be a system
of Communism/Marxism or Zionism whether it’s officially given the title or not. We can assume
Christians will become villainized as Jewry’s exalted. Those who’re spawned from Christian
heritage will be told how evil their ancestors were and continually be reminded how they owe their
workings and money to that of the Jew. (D. Trump recently involved passing new law forcing Polish citizens to hand over
their own earnings). Nothing in school textbooks will be true facts anymore as every element of society will be
designed strictly for molding the minds of citizen slavery
Already, many believe Christianity was the cause of centuries of warfare and they burned
everyone they chose at the stake. I personally had a college Professor who constantly spoke
these errors to his students. Both these facts couldn’t be farther from the truth. Firstly,
Christianity clearly prevented war between nations and when the International Bankers
rose to power while weakening their primary enemy in Rome; warfare then erupted on
unimaginable scales never, before imagined. Secondly, the Church truly preached Though
Shall Not Kill and hardly ever labeled someone a heretic, because typically afterwards the
secular governments would have the perpetrators burned at the stake; the secular
government, not the Church.

Naturally, not all men full of lust which develops greed and pride will exist as Jews. It’ll be
interesting how a more mainstream Judaism coexists with Luciferianism. Albeit, the leaders of
both a very similar and certainly promote the same immoral virtues detrimental to mankind, the
planet, and other species we share this planet with. Mankind’s greatest feature yet at times his
very demise, is an extremely powerful tool we call free will. Even God who demands obedience
granted man free will. We cannot allow anyone to remove our power of our own free will.
Communism/Oneness - This nature of utopian idealism uncritically views the solution to
all problems of humanity and destiny. In virtue it reveals a classless society which is only
conceivable through the removal of all current morals of society and whose positive inadequacies
have yet to reveal themselves. Throughout America, exists organizations which operate for a lack
of words, by the book. People everywhere are terrified to make decisions, lest a policy of their
superior or printed on a document. Even when they’re granted these external sources to justify
their decision, it rarely entire relates properly to the topic in question. Nonetheless, the decision
becomes implemented within this nature. Indeed, this problematic concern is on the path of
developing into a major barrier of the human intellect. In America, the population has been
subjected to decades of Zionist conditioning and now’s the era this must cease to exist.
Nobody will ask your approval when they have logic to justify their actions. Rational
thinking is the foundation of all elements of life and it very well should be. Rational thought should
likewise be recognized as consisting of limits. After all, is not logic the opposite of emotion, rather
the engine of emotion. The New World Order wishes to explain our goals prior to imploring any

work in such a direction. In addition, they use disinformation campaigns for people to accept less
than desirable goals. Either we’re to believe too good of anything will reduce success and/or
happiness in other areas or they’ll apply the same school of thought used in the Soviet Union and
continually spoken by our own C.I.A. agents, “it was for the greater good.” Though I ask you, is it
not logical for humans to act in ways that are beneficial to themselves? This method of thought has
only been properly broken through a system such as Christianity; doing good for others to have
good things blessed upon yourself. Perhaps, one doesn’t desire anything in this life but will remain
desiring an afterlife of bliss. How do we accomplish such basic human needs in a system of total
control with all the same goals?
This new God of the NWO, which its main philosophy does constitute a God who
contradicts and entirely goes against the history of humanity. From Plato to the Christ, even
Nietzsche and Marx with their false beliefs pushing boundaries, oppose this Luciferian God. Of
‘course liberals in America fail to realize they’re supporting a road to communism, just like they
fail to notice those who preach atheism, are indeed highly religious and using this tactic to destroy
Christianity as a means to install Luciferianism. When the Russians removed the communists in
1989-90, (which began with their first government formed of Jewish Bolsheviks in 1917), a rise in communist
idealism has engulfed the U.S. With the American citizens taught communism is bad, a new
approach through liberalism was applied with the same end-goals in mind. We currently require a
breaking-free from the clutches of this hollow rewards system we live amongst, to escape a
continuing into this destructible direction.

We must learn the brief history of Communism presented on Page 8

This information-Age has bestowed a newfound awareness upon millions of people. Many
Americans have been alerted to the brainwashing of the Baby-Boomer generation and are
horrified at the drastic measure taken to accomplish this. Yet, these measures and lies are
miniscule compared to a communist nation which the U.S. will exists as if a communist/Zionist
style United Nations controls the entire Earth. This recognition by the common individual persists
as the main opposition of these financial-elite. We’ve already been lied too on such an enormous
scale that we simply cannot withstand a rise in this dishonesty. Those who desire a NWO
should’ve thought of these negative effects a long time ago.
Without meaning to be contradictive, humans do have a problem with negative
differentiation. This could be applied upon the people as a method of these financial-elite. Yet, do
they assist themselves in using this as a means to prove things aren’t as gloomy as the seem to be?
No, for their misinformation campaign has cast a dark cloud over humanity. From 1993-2017, the
shootings within the USA which resulted in deaths were down an astonishing 39%. Most citizens
would never realize this truth as they hear nonstop horrors of shootings on the news.

Furthermore, non-fatal shootings were down 69%, an almost unthinkable figure. Unfortunately,
Americans only hear what those who control the information network desire them to hear.
We’re already living in a system of hollow rewards! This is not meant to be human life.
Children go to school to merely memorize what they’re told to be repeated on the following test.
Teachers apply the same lifeless norms year after year. After graduation the student can become
an office clerk and spend 8 hours minimum each day at some place they hate. Those who’ve taken
such extreme immoral methods for us to reach this point cannot be allowed more of the same yet
on a higher degree? As humans, we’re driven by incentive. This fails to exist in a communist
society. For a Christian, incentive would be to give to others, yet this also fails to exist in a
Zionist/communist community if all are the same and only government distributes wealth and
goods.
Another major issue attempting to be forced upon us is government-controlled
healthcare. Are people truly not aware to the corruption of pharmaceutical companies, the F.D.A;
and our government’s attempts to inject us with harmful vaccines etcetera? Obama care had
hidden clauses to enforce people to receive the Mark of the Beast chip implanted inside their body
in order to obtain their medication. In the U.S; all who exist outside the 4,000 families of the C.F.R.
would be subjected to innumerable diseases and brain damage in a satanic attempt to earn funds
and brainwash the public; this is simply reality.
Yes, the human history presents a steady flow of occultists from the days of Ancient Egypt
up on through the Royal Bloodlines of Europe and now in America. Whereas, our current reality
may exist as more of an illusion, a truth instilled within us that may not be truth. Particularly our
national identity, its history, and the causes for many effects which are taught through our
educational system are indeed, not true. Enlightenment-Age philosophy transpired into
unprincipled psychology with another unethical element always controlling decisions behind the
scenes which is of ’course money; and the greed and power that’s conjointly attached to money in
the Capitalist system
•

Based on the behavior of those mentioned in the previous paragraph, it becomes an
arduous task to believe these behaviors should be worshipped and encouraged. e.g. the
raping and killing of innocent children. (The blood drinking’s believed to supply hormones used as
beneficial to their goals of spirituality.) What’s a more practical example? How about President
Bush explaining to the American people, the main culprit involved in reducing the Trade
Towers to rubble, crashing a plane into the Pentagon on the identical side closed-off for
repairs, killing Pentagon officials who had prior clearance to this restricted area because
they seemingly decided to hop on a flight to L.A. and were killed on the plane as it crashed
into the Pentagon, and also reducing Trade Tower # 7 to rubble (though it wasn’t hit)
which happened to be the only building in the world beside the Pentagon able to trace the
2.3 trillion dollars which D. Rumsfeld announced on the previous day was stolen from the
Pentagon, was all orchestrated by a deathly-ill Muslim living inside a cave in the world’s
most remote habited area of Afghanistan. Oh, let’s not forget this man responsible just
happened to be previous partners with the C.I.A. and the Bush family with military and oil

company operations. Here’s a man who partnered with Israeli’s by not simply allowing
them to exist the towers without warning any other American citizens but allowed them
to get rich by illegal insider trading moments before the attack as well. Do you want to
partner with people who’re capable of telling you such magnificent lies?

Imagine if the C.I.A. and White House was operated by Christians? They could never make
the decision to attack the Taliban for destroying the opium crop to allow them operation of a
soaring heroin trade. Not to mention, a drug-trade where a sizeable percentage of the produced
drugs is targeted upon their own people. They could never sit back and allow others to operate in
this manner if they possessed the power to halt their operations. e.i. for more examples of the International
Drug-Trade, particularly involving the Clinton family, Bush Family, and the C.I.A; visit the Illegal Drug-Trade Page # 2 from the main

The
Windsor Royal Family of England and the Rothschild’s of London are equally as corrupt
and we should include many more financial-elite in the same category as those already mentioned.
menu.

With the destruction of the Christian church in Rome, this religion became the initial
goal of the Marxists; a personal piety which eludes the Christians of personal responsibilities
towards the future of mankind. This in my opinion has undoubtedly occurred and now transpired
to the point of almost not able to reverse the N.W. O. progression as we move forward. Even if
Christianity was willing to compromise with the occultists, it seems an already losing battle, if this
was to be desired the time has nearly come to pass. This determination's based on the fact which
the Jew/Occultist already desires for their compromise the main factions of Christianity which
really the entire faith has its foundation. A few key removals such as Christ existing as God
(primary Zionist goal seen through Hollywood & fake Christian authors such as Bill O'Reilly) and
the whole system collapses.
A cooperation of these opposing forces has never been utilized to work towards
theoretical conclusions. Furthermore, neither a common intellect nor political system has existed
amongst their dialogue. We understand the Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant churches keep
strong feelings. Yet, the Masonic/Jewish opposition comes with straight hatred for their opponent
and as a major element of this problem is manifested with their view of the other as an opponent
or enemy; not fellow humanity. I sometimes believe that many of them truly believe Christians
hate them and desire them to burn in hell. Meaning they may see their opponent as dishing out the
same level of hatred and carrying out private affairs designed to destroy them. On the contrary,
Christians don’t wish harm on anyone and the major reason these secret societies have power, or
the major reason the media gets-away with such horrible and blatant lies, is because the Christian
would never believe that anyone could be so evil. Most Christians assume anyone who’s reach a
prominent career position or deals with the public must obviously be a caring, hard-working, and
honest person. Christians simply couldn’t imagine our President appearing in front of television
cameras continually for week

The United Sates has a population of dual-citizen Israeli's and their occultist
cohorts have decided they cannot implement their goals of extreme control while the party which
threatens revolution happens to be gun-owners. Wherefore their original plan of Hegelian Dialect
through terrorism and mass-shootings has failed to accomplish their goal, they simply continue on
this destructive path without the thought of compromise or relenting due to the destruction and
deceit brought upon the American citizens. Henceforth, should we truly expect the
traditionalist/Christians to compromise with such an evil group? Not to mention, information's
been obtained which uncovers massive, and excepted, pedophilia amongst this rich elite; most of
who belong to the Council of Foreign Relations. (which Henry Ford said at the turn of the 20th century was
the newly named Illuminati in America).

Albeit, true we've been exposed to pedophilia in the Catholic church but where did
this information originate from? What is the source of this info? Obviously, this comes from the
Jews and Mason, but there's far more to this story. When the Vatican was successfully infiltrated,
and Vatican II was imposed in the 1960's, the new church hierarchy promoted this disgusting
path. We have reports of Jesuit schools where newly sought after and ordained (pedophilia) Priests
seemingly appeared overnight. A new form of mind control derived from the Talmud, was now
being implored through Masonic/Jewish successful take-over of the Vatican.
• The truth explained: The Priesthood through history was the type of employment could
attract weirdos unable to cope in typical society. Additionally, we run head-first into the
problem between the gnostic version of the story between the Tree of Life and withholding
from releasing sexual energy in order to have more source-flow for a spiritual connection
to God. (healthy 3rd-eye Pineal-Gland). Then again, we’re given the Tree of Knowledge where
pro-creation and the phalanx is worship. (as displayed through the obelisk. e.g. Bunker Hill Monument
Boston, MA or Washington Monument, D.C.) Forever containing sexual energy proved too difficult
for many Priests and drove their urges and thought-process into a typically unnatural
setting for them; or for most of them. (In similar fashion to others take drugs and when administered
in high-doses will change the persons sexual preferences, though they'll seemingly return to normal
afterwards.) Therefore,

throughout history their existed a very small percentage of Catholic
Priests who engaged in pedophilia. Most of whom only committed this sin on no more than
a few isolated occasions. Likewise, due to the infiltration of Jewish thought and design
within Vatican City, pedophilia would now explode, though we must recognize this mostly
wasn't being committed by true traditionalist (properly ordained pre-Vatican II) Catholic Priests.
This fact has been concealed from the European and the American public.

Seemingly, as someone who supports the idea of moving into a new age is fate and fate we
cannot prevent, I'm sure I come across as a 100% pro-Christian only ideology. But this is not true. I
believe the whole of mankind must be taught ancient myths supplied by great extent of truths. I
also believe that everyone must be made aware of the human capabilities of the Pineal-Gland and
the Spiritual Realm must be unveiled as doubtless truth. We're not simply material beings. The

ancients didn’t make-up the idea one day that God created everything and watched them from the
heavens.
We all come from the same source and made from the same thing. Therefore, some believe
we're just an ever-changing version of the same thing. Perchance true to a point but what about
the eternal soul capable of thought and memories? These are two separate things and whether the
material body or the eternal soul, more evidence exists for both arguments than moat humans
could imagine possible. Never believe the media as it tells you you’re not intelligent enough. Nor,
that you’re not safe and must acquiesce to the more intelligent established system which will
protect you and explain all truths. You’ve been granted a wealth of knowledge and insight,
therefore, discover what drives you and delivers you to freedom. Ultimately, the truth found in
human knowledge are found not be the true reasons for our existence or for our pleasure, but this
is where we begin our journey on the correct path to enlightenment.
This processing arrives in stages. I met a man who recently realized the term heaven
wasn’t meant to denote an invisible area above the clouds but a word that meant the universe.
Thereafter, he said to me that it made sense ancient aliens were known as Gods and that God came
from heaven; another planet in heaven. I told him that he was correct in though, but to keep in
mind who’s telling this epic of the Anunnaki and their goals of Luciferianism. At this moment he
knew it was time to expand his research. Anyhow, I enjoyed being witness to an unexpected
person on a path for knowledge and truth.
Not everyone must believe in God, yet all should recognize the creation of biological
Machines so intricate and rich they become self-aware, capable of love, and selflessness. The
typical person fails to realize their own body’s design involved 50+ trillion cells or just how big a
number this truly is.
Scientists, economists, reformers, statemen, have all failed harmonizing humanity. The problem I see
occurring is the same issue people have always fought against but seem to be forgetting about, and that
is centralization. Not only are big governments or a small few controlling a huge populace not the
answer, now this centralization goals of the elite have expanded into a worldwide network controlled by
a few. If this becomes fully active, its all over, the middle and lower class will be and live however they
choose. Recently in our history, so many lives have been wasted. But how do we remove
wrongmindfulness in young adults with the antichrist controlling education? As long as wars profitable,
how can there be peace in the world. People think since WWII America has policed the world and
there’s no major warfare. Really? Since WWII, every nation’s military budget has skyrocketed and most
of these countries don’t have people living as well as America’s working class, nor as well as Americas
poor.
FAO – Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations, they know how to fix underdeveloped
starving countries, 1,000 water pumps goes a long way to creating more agriculture.

These conflicting forces the sway humanity are seemingly all that we know as long as we remain subject
to them; there’s much more to humanity’s existence than most could ever imagine.

Quick notes:
Scientists find no trace of a self or spirit inside us, new cells die and are constantly
replaced, electromagnetic waves creating ever changing consciousness, we're a new entity that
only exists for that very second
We adapt to our surrounding and Instances of experiences
Feels good to give to others - Worst indoctrination saying we should be selfish
Can get us to drink or eat poisonous substances if advertised with people smiling and
laughing
If someone locked in dungeon to de we consider it wrong and demand punishment but
what about when suffering happens due to our own ignorance?
We're not children we should be aware
Advertisement is of Satan endless unfulfillment drove humans not to care, why some
believe heaven and hell created
Love: Unconditional giving
Making life about yourself is your choice, making the human race about yourself is the
Jews choice
Man has great convenience in making things quicker,
Could have more time to contribute to culture, but no
Must perform more labor to pay for these luxuries, this system isn’t working

